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Abstract Pacific bluefin tuna (Thunnus orientalis) is a
highly migratory, commercially valuable species potentially vulnerable to acoustic noise generated from human
activities which could impact behavior and fitness.
Although significant efforts have been made to understand
hearing abilities of fishes, the large size and need to continuously swim for respiration have hindered investigations
with tuna and other large pelagic species. In this study,
Pacific bluefin tuna were trained to respond to a pure tone
sound stimulus ranging 325–800 Hz and their hearing abilities quantified using a staircase psychophysical technique.
Hearing was most sensitive from 400 to 500 Hz in terms of
particle motion (radial acceleration −88 dB re 1 m s−2; vertical acceleration −86 dB re 1 m s−2) and sound pressure
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(83 dB re 1 μPa). Compared to yellowfin tuna (Thunnus
albacares) and kawakawa (Euthynnus affinis), Pacific bluefin tuna has a similar bandwidth of hearing and best frequency, but greater sensitivity overall. Careful calibration
of the sound stimulus and experimental tank environment,
as well as the adoption of behavioral methodology, demonstrates an experimental approach highly effective for the
study of large fish species in the laboratory.
Keywords Sound pressure · Particle motion ·
Acceleration · Behavioral

Introduction
The hearing abilities of teleosts (and sharks) have been
investigated for well over a century (reviewed in Moulton
1963; Popper and Fay 1973; Tavolga 1976; Hawkins and
Myrberg 1983; Fay 2014; Hawkins 2014). Although there
is substantial interspecific variation in hearing range and
sensitivity between species (e.g., Fay 1988; Popper et al.
2003; Ladich and Fay 2013), all species tested to date
can hear. Major sources of interspecific variation in hearing range and sensitivity result from the different adaptations for the use of sound pressure and particle motion
information (Popper and Fay 2011). In all fishes, the
inner ear is directly stimulated by particle motion associated with an acoustic field through differential movement
of the body and sensory epithelium relative to the otolith
or otoconia mass (de Vries 1950; Pumphrey 1950; Popper
and Fay 2011). Species that are able to use sound pressure
in addition to particle motion, such as the direct connections between the pressure-detecting swim bladder and
the inner ear found in otophysan fishes (e.g., goldfish, catfishes, and relatives) or close proximity of the ear to a gas
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filled chamber such as the swim bladder, generally have
wider hearing bandwidths and greater sensitivity compared
to species which more heavily rely on particle motion for
sound detection (Chapman and Hawkins 1973; Fay and
Popper 1974, 1975). Species without specializations that
connect a bubble chamber to the ear may be only “motion
sensitive” or they may have limited pressure sensitivity,
depending on the position of the air chamber relative to the
ear (Chapman and Sand 1974; Fay and Popper 1974, 1975).
Two approaches have been used to test hearing capabilities of fishes. The current “preferred” approach has been to
use auditory evoked potentials (AEP) to measure electrical
responses from the inner ear and/or brainstem (reviewed in
Ladich and Fay 2013). Though the AEP method has provided data on far more species than earlier behavioral studies, all these data suffer from the very valid criticism that
the method only tests hearing up to the level of the ear and
brainstem and does not reflect the function of the whole
auditory system or the behavioral response to sound (Sisneros et al. 2015). Thus, only behavioral approaches provide appropriate data on the frequency range and sensitivity of hearing that the animal can use to make behavioral
decisions.
At the same time, most earlier behavioral studies have
been done in small tanks (e.g., Tavolga and Wodinsky
1963) and in some cases, where fish were restricted in
movement (e.g., Fay and Ream 1992). In such small tanks
(those with all dimensions much smaller than an acoustic
wavelength), the acoustic field is highly complex and difficult to measure (Parvulescu 1964; Rogers et al. 2015).
Thus, while these earlier studies hold great value in demonstrating hearing capability and range of sounds to which
fish can respond, they are still restricted in not providing
information on detection of pressure vs. particle motion, or
on the sound field to which fishes were exposed (e.g., Popper et al. 2014).
Based on these limitations of previous studies, the critical need for understanding fish hearing is for studies where
fish are in larger tanks or open bodies of water, and where
behavioral responses are measured. Behavioral conditioning methods “ask” the fish what it hears. This approach
allows the fish to use all of its hearing and sound processing capabilities to perceive signals and indicate the lowest
levels it can detect. The ideal approach to measuring hearing in a pelagic fish would be to do so in a natural open
water environment, as has been done for several species
(e.g., Chapman and Hawkins 1973; Hawkins and Johnstone
1978; Schuijf et al. 1977). However, such studies require
facilities that are not easily acquired or easily used (see also
Popper et al. 2014). An added complication arises when
testing species that must swim continuously for respiration, as is the case with tuna. Any laboratory study of hearing in such animals must employ a test pool that is large
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enough to permit life-sustaining activity. Acoustically, the
use of a tank with a high impedance bottom (where both
sound speed and density are higher than those of water,
as in concrete or metal with solid underlayment) with a
water depth of at least a quarter wavelength may provide
somewhat more relevant acoustic conditions relative to the
“small” tanks described above, but the fields may still be
complex and require careful characterization (Gray et al.
2015). Regardless of such procedures, the deep, open water
acoustic condition in which pelagic fish live is not readily
reproducible in a laboratory environment over any useful
combination of bandwidth and spatial extent.
There have been very few hearing studies involving freeswimming fish, the most notable of which were by Iversen
(1967, 1969) on two tuna species and several on sharks
(Nelson 1967; Myrberg et al. 1969). However, determination of hearing range and sensitivity (thresholds) has rarely
been conducted on free-swimming animals due to the logistical difficulties inherent in behavioral methods. Moreover,
in those previous studies, the fish were swimming at slow
speeds. Thus, little is known about how well fishes can hear
while swimming at their “normal” or at greater speeds.
Movement of fishes through water potentially has significant impacts on their ability to detect sound. As fish
swim, water displacement caused by the fish produces
a flow field around the body which can be either laminar
or turbulent (Anderson et al. 2001). These boundary layer
effects impart on the body spatially and temporally fluctuating pressure and particle motion fields referred to as flow
noise, which may mask important environmental sound
stimuli to the fish. Flow noise can be especially problematic for fast swimming species such as tunas, as it increases
very rapidly with swimming speed (Urick 1983). Consequently, understanding hearing in the presence of flow
noise may provide new insights into how fish hear in very
noisy conditions.
The Pacific bluefin tuna (Thunnus orientalis) is an ideal
species for investigating the ability of fish to cope with
flow noise. This species is commercially important, with
significant research conducted on its ecology, physiology,
and behavior. Free-swimming Pacific bluefin tuna tracked
with acoustic and satellite telemetry swim at an average
speed of one body length s−1, with maximum swimming
speeds greater than 20 m s−1 (Wardle et al. 1989; Marcinek
et al. 2001). Pacific bluefin tuna, as all species of tuna, are
ram ventilators and hence must constantly swim to respire.
Thus, if they hear, they must be able to do so while swimming at speeds that average 1 m s−1 or more (Blank et al.
2007).
There are few data on hearing in any tuna species.
Iversen (1967) measured behavioral hearing thresholds
and found that yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares) could
hear from 200 to 800 Hz and that swimming kawakawa
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(Euthynnus affinis) had a similar hearing range (Iversen
1969). However, thresholds reported by Iversen (1967,
1969) were in terms of sound pressure, while anatomical studies of the inner ear of several tuna species (Popper
1981; Song et al. 2006), coupled with the lack of connection between the swim bladder (when present) and inner
ear, suggest that tuna are primarily sensitive to particle
motion (Song et al. 2006). Yet, multiple fish species have
demonstrated sensitivity to sound pressure despite a lack
of any direct connections between the swim bladder and
the ear (e.g., Chapman and Hawkins 1973; Hawkins and
Johnstone 1978; Myrberg and Spires 1980; Jerkø et al.
1989). These results indicate that the hearing characteristics of individual species cannot yet be predicted by anatomy alone. The goals of this study were to use behavioral
techniques to determine the frequency range and sensitivity with which Pacific bluefin tuna hear while swimming.
We develop and demonstrate a methodology which can
be effectively applied to large fish species in a laboratory
setting.

Methods
Experimental fish
Pacific bluefin tuna were obtained from the wild off the
coast of California and Mexico and brought into the Tuna
Research and Conservation Center in Pacific Grove, California where they were held in a 109 m3 (9.14 m diameter,
1.65 m deep) cylindrical tank maintained at 20 ± 1 °C.
Equipment used for water maintenance (i.e., heaters, chillers, filters) was located exterior to the holding facility, separate from the holding and experimental tanks. Fish were
fed a diet of squid, sardines, and enriched gelatin dropped
from above the tank three times a week. As obligate ram
respirators, Pacific bluefin tuna swim continuously in the
tank and swimming speeds increase significantly during feeding when fish would leave the tank perimeter and
move to the center of the tank where food is delivered. This
behavioral response to feeding was used as the basis for
auditory testing.
For hearing tests, two Pacific bluefin tuna were moved
to an experimental tank, identical in dimension to the holding tank. An archival depth tag (Lotek LTD 2910) was
implanted into the dorsal musculature of each animal. Pairs
of fish were trained and tested together rather than individually, because Pacific bluefin tuna are a schooling species and individual animals in captivity do not fare well (B.
Block, unpublished).
The experimental tank consisted of a “stimulus presentation region” located at one side of the tank and a feeding station at the opposite side of the tank approximately
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Fig. 1  Geometry of the experiment. The tank was 9.14 m in diameter and 1.65 m in depth. 1 source array, 2 feeding station, 3 stimulus
region, 4 acoustic field mapping locations

1.5 m from the wall (Fig. 1). The feeding station consisted
of a remote-controlled food dispenser located near the ceiling approximately 3 m above the tank. Four video cameras
positioned above the tank were used to observe the fish.
The cameras were in a square configuration which provided full coverage of the tank. All experimental equipments were operated by the experimenter from an isolated
room to eliminate visual cues during training and testing.
Sound presentation
Testing was done at 325, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 Hz. It
was not possible to test frequencies below 325 Hz because
the cutoff frequency for the 1.7 m deep tank (see below)
was about 300 Hz and because the output level of the
sources decreased with frequency squared.
Sound presentations were made using an array of
sources located at the bottom center of the tank (Fig. 1).
The eight sources (model 6135-C, International Transducer
Corporation, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) were arranged in a
ring 5 cm above the tank floor and driven uniformly to provide an acoustic field that was essentially independent of
azimuth angle. Array drive signals were generated by playing “wav”-formatted digital audio files on a compact audio
player (Zoom H2, Sampson, Hauppauge, NY, USA), routing the analog output to a variable attenuator, followed by
a bandpass filter (model 3988, Krohn-Hite, Brockton, MA,
USA), leading to a power amplifier (model L6, Instruments
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The attenuator was used to create precisely stepped excitation levels for the hearing tests.
The bandpass filter was used to minimize broadband noise
in the drive signal and suppress drive tone harmonics.
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Drive waveforms consisted of 300 ms duration, 25 %
taper Tukey windowed (Harris, 1967) tone pulses followed by 100 ms at zero amplitude (Online Resource 1).
These 400 ms segments were replicated into a 20 s duration
sequence, and saved as 16-bit, 44.1 kHz “wav” files. One
file was made for each of the presentation frequencies: 325,
400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 Hz. Each tone sequence played
on the H2 ran from the beginning of the file, where the
starting amplitude was zero, so that in combination with
the pulse windowing, bandpass filtering, and a ramp function internal to the H2, no measurable startup transients
were generated in the in-water signal. Harmonics of the
drive tones were similarly not detectible above the in-water
background noise, with the exception of the harmonic of
325 Hz, whose amplitude at 650 Hz was approximately
50 dB below the primary level at maximum drive.
Training
Normal behavior of Pacific bluefin tuna is to swim around
the perimeter of the tank, either clockwise or counterclockwise (fish would change direction randomly) and only
rarely go to other tank regions (e.g., center). The general
procedure was to train the pairs of tuna to associate the
sound stimulus with a food reward. Fish learned to swim
to just below the feeder when they heard a sound (Online
Resource 2). If the fish did not hear the sound, they would
continue swimming around the tank perimeter (Online
Resource 3).
For training purposes, a pure tone stimulus at full intensity representing one of the experimental stimuli was
paired with turning on of an LED light stimulus which
was positioned above the tank by the food dispenser. Since
it is known that Pacific bluefin tuna will quickly learn to
respond to a light stimulus (B. Block, unpublished), the
pairing of sound with a light resulted in fish first learning to
go to the feeder for food. Subsequently, the use of the light
was decreased so that the fish transferred their response to
the light source to the sound.
During training, light and sound were initiated as the
fish entered the stimulus region (Fig. 1). The fish quickly
learned to respond to the onset of the stimuli by swimming
rapidly to just under the feeding station. Time from stimulus detection to arriving at the feeding station was ~1 s.
Once the fish reached this location, the light and sound
were turned off and the food reward (~100 g sardine or
squid pieces) simultaneously dispensed.
Once the behavioral response to stimulus presentation
was established, the light stimulus was phased out over 1–2
trials. Subsequently, a training session would consist of ten
repetitions of a single pure tone and the stimulus frequency
was varied randomly between training sessions. A fish pair
was considered successfully trained when the fish correctly
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responded to the sound stimulus 100 % of the time at all
experimental frequencies. With the exception of the first
pair of fish, a ‘trainer’ fish from the previous pair remained
in the tank while training the next pair of fish. Retaining
a ‘trainer’ fish decreased the number of training sessions
required for the next pairs of fish compared to the original
pair of fish. While not statistically testable due to the low
n, it appears that the animals with a trainer fish learned the
task in about half the time as the original pair. The ‘trainer’
fish was removed prior to experimental trials.
Behavioral testing
Hearing thresholds for fish pairs were measured utilizing
a staircase psychophysical technique (Dixon and Massey
1951; Tavolga and Wodinsky 1963) at each of the six frequencies. If a fish pair responded correctly to the sound
stimulus, they were rewarded with food and the sound level
for the next trial was lowered by 5 dB. If the fish pair did
not respond to the sound, no food reward was presented
and the sound level for the next level was increased by
5 dB. A minimum of eight reversals between detection and
no detection were recorded before a trial was terminated
(Online Resource 4). Food rewards were presented in a
random fashion so that only one in three correct responses
resulted in fish being fed. This random interval schedule
allowed for an increase in the number of responses before
fish became satiated.
The threshold was determined as the midpoint between
each reversal and the overall threshold for that trial was
the mean of the midpoint values, representing the value at
which the pair responds correctly to 50 % of the trials at
that sound level (Tavolga and Wodinsky 1963). Three trials were conducted at each frequency, 2–3 trials were conducted per day, and fish were only fed during experimental
trials (total quantity similar to normal maintenance rations)
to maintain motivation for the response behavior. If the
fish pair response deteriorated during a trial, the trial was
aborted and repeated at a later day. To ensure that the fish
were responding only to the sound stimulus, a blank trial
was conducted in which the experiment was run without
the sound being transmitted into the tank.
Acoustic field characterization
The acoustic field produced by the projector array was
characterized inside the tank using a hydrophone (model
6166, International Transducer Corporation, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) and a pair of single axis neutrally buoyant
accelerometers (model 51585-4, EDO Corp., NY) oriented
to independently measure radial and vertical acoustic particle motion within a cylindrical coordinate system whose
vertical axis was aligned with gravity. The sensors were
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Table 1  Summary statistics for swimming speed, distance from wall and depth of fish pairs during stimulus presentation. SD: ±1 standard
deviation
Fish pair

Swim speed (m/s)

Range (m/s)

SD

Distance from wall (cm)

SD

Depth (cm)

SD

1
2

2.3
2.1

1.2–3.2
1.0–3.3

0.4
0.1

59
77

6.4
6.4

62
56

10.2
10.2

3

2.2

1.2–2.7

0.2

56.1

6.4

62

10.2

installed within a flooded PVC pipe frame, with positions
and orientations of the accelerometers maintained with a
natural rubber suspension constructed so as not to impact
the dynamic responses in the frequency range of interest.
The sensor frame was suspended from a ladder frame cantilevered over and thereby isolated from the tank walls. All
sensor outputs were pre-amplified (model SR560, Stanford
Research Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) before digitization using a Measurement Computing PCI-DAS6052 data
acquisition board (Measurement Computing Corporation,
Norton, MA, USA) controlled by a custom graphical interface operating in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA,
USA). Each data record was 12 s in duration, and sampled
at 10 kHz.
The acoustic field in the vicinity of the stimulus region
was measured at 210 points (Fig. 1). At each point, acoustic pressure and two components (vertical and radial) of
acoustic acceleration were measured. Each point was visited twice at each of the six frequencies. Examination of
the fields at 30 locations for each of the seven azimuthal
angles indicated that azimuthal independence of the field
was largely achieved. The tangential component of particle motion was presumed to be negligible as a consequence
of the axis symmetric tank and source configuration. This
assumption was spot-checked with measurements of circumferential pressure gradient. In any case, any variation
with azimuth angle was ignored since it was not possible
to ascertain the exact azimuth angle of the fish when it
responded to the sound. The field was thus assumed to be a
function of depth (Z) and radial distance (R) only. For each
of the thirty R–Z pairs within a measurement plane shown
in Fig. 1, 14 independent measurements (two repetitions at
each of the seven azimuthal angles) of the three field quantities at each of the six frequencies were made. An estimate
of the pressure, radial and vertical acceleration wherever
the fish may have been located when they responded to
the acoustic stimulus was required. The R–Z measurement
spacings were all less than one-third of a wavelength at the
highest frequency, but the field variation on that scale was
significant due to near-field, boundary and standing-wave
effects, so an interpolation model which enabled the determination of the fields for all relevant R–Z values was developed. Accordingly, each of the three fields was modeled as
a bi-quartic polynomial:
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where Cmn is the coefficient of the Rm Z n term in the
model. The 15 Cmn coefficients were found by performing
a least-squares fit of the the rms pressure and rms radial
and vertical acceleration data to Eq. (1) using the MATLAB FIT function. Residuals, which indicate the goodness
of fit for the interpolation model, were calculated for each
measurement and normalized by dividing the mean value
of the field quantity for all measurement points at each
frequency.
Although the field could be accurately estimated at a
given point, the problem of determining the level of the
stimulus the fish responded to was complicated by uncertainly in the exact location of the fish when it responded.
This was due to: (1) the difficulty in ascertaining the R–Z
location of the fish through the wavy surface of the water,
(2) the R–Z value not being fixed over the relevant time
scale and (3) the fact that either of the two fish could have
initiated the response. The depth of the fish was particularly
difficult to determine except for the fish which were outfitted with archival tags (one of the three tags failed prior
to experimental trials). The approach taken was to estimate
the mean and standard deviation of the depth and distance
from the wall for the fish as they swam during and before
the stimulus period. In the analysis for each pair, the best
estimate for the average position was used, and the same
standard deviation was used for all pairs (Table 1).
For each fish pair, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed to estimate the incident fields. Pressure and acceleration fields were evaluated at fifty random positions
selected subject to the means and standard deviations given
in Table 1. A typical set of field evaluation points for the
three pairs is shown in Online Resource 5. The mean of all
the evaluations for each field was taken to be the 0 dB stimulus value for that field. Due to the large number of field
evaluations and the limited spatial variation in the field
quantities, the standard errors of the mean for these estimates were negligibly small.
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Fig. 2  The interpolation
models for the 0 dB acoustic
pressure field at the six test
frequencies, 325, 400, 500, 600,
700 and 800 Hz. The black dots
superimposed on the 800 Hz
graph indicate the locations of
the 30 R–Z field measurement
points

Noise field characterization

Results

Pressure and acceleration noise were measured at each field
point when the source fields were measured. Each measurement radial and depth point was sampled 14 times over a
40 h period with a minimum time separation of 2 h. Each
of the seven angular runs (each measured twice) is treated
as an independent sample of the noise at a given radial and
depth location over a 40 h time span.

Acoustic field characterization

Data analysis
Repeated measures ANOVA was used to test for differences
in threshold levels between frequencies, with frequency as the
within-subjects factor and fish pair as a random factor. Significant differences indicated by repeated measures ANOVA
were evaluated between frequencies with Tukey’s HSD post
hoc tests conducted with a family alpha of 0.05. Swimming
speed prior to each stimulus presentation was calculated as
the number of frames required to cover the final 2 m prior
to entering the stimulus region multiplied by the frame rate
(seven frames per second) of the overhead camera.
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The acoustic field of the tank environment was characterized prior to introducing the Pacific bluefin tuna to the
tanks. The measured sound fields had a rather limited
dynamic range, were not uniform and had no strong peaks
or deep nulls (Figs. 2, 3, 4). There was not an overall tendency for the fields to increase toward the center of the tank
but, as would be expected, there was a decrease toward
the surface for the radial acceleration and pressure and an
increase toward the surface for the vertical acceleration.
The spatially averaged ratios of pressure (P) and total particle velocity (vrz) varied with frequency between a magnitude of 0.45 < p/ρcvrz < 0.65, where ρc is the characteristic
impedance of water. The pressure and velocity were 90°
out of phase at all frequencies which are indicative of the
standing-wave nature of the field.
Residuals from the interpolation model (see “Acoustic Field Characterization” in “Methods”) as a function of
depth and radial distance indicate that the model is quite
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Fig. 3  The interpolation
models for the 0 dB radial
acceleration field at the four test
frequencies, 325, 400, 500, 600,
700 and 800 Hz. The black dots
superimposed on the 800 Hz
graph indicate the locations of
the 30 R–Z field measurement
points

good for pressure at all frequencies, for radial acceleration
at all frequencies except 325 Hz, and for vertical acceleration at all frequencies except 325 and 400 Hz (Fig. 5). The
Gaussian nature of the residuals indicates their noise-like
nature and that the interpolation models and the estimates of
the fields based on them are as good as possible and provide
strong evidence for the assumed azimuthal independence
of the applied acoustic fields. Uncertainty in the estimated
fields was less than 1 dB except for the acceleration fields at
325 Hz where it may have been considerably greater.
Background noise field characterization
The mean variation in power spectral density from pointto-point was much less than the variation from time-to-time
(Fig. 6). The noise was not white and had many spectral
lines. The measured noise data were ultimately determined
to be dominated by electromagnetic rather than acoustic
noise and hence was of little importance in assessing S/N
for the threshold data. Thus, measured noise power spectral
density can only be considered as an upper bound to the
true background acoustic noise.

Hearing sensitivity
Three pairs of Pacific bluefin tuna (size range 81.6–
102.0 cm curved fork length) were tested for hearing sensitivity. Mean swimming speeds measured just prior to stimulus presentation were consistent between fish pairs, with
average speeds ranging from 2.1 to 2.3 m s−1 (Table 1).
There were significant differences in Pacific bluefin
tuna hearing thresholds at the different frequencies tested
(Fig. 7) (Repeated Measures ANOVA; pressure thresholds:
F5,46 = 62.89, p < 0.001, radial acceleration thresholds:
F5,46 = 104.85, p < 0.001, vertical acceleration thresholds:
F5,46 = 84.02, p < 0.001). Greatest sensitivity was at 400
and 500 Hz, with decreasing sensitivity at higher and lower
frequencies for pressure and both components of acceleration. Lowest sensitivity of the measured frequencies was
at 325 and 800 Hz. The greatest difference between two
frequencies was between 325 and 400 Hz for acceleration
thresholds.
The overall shape of the audiograms for all three experimental pairs was consistent, as was the variability at each
frequency (Table 2; Fig. 8). Thresholds for pairs 1 and 2
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Fig. 4  The interpolation
models for the 0 dB vertical
acceleration field at the four test
frequencies, 325, 400, 500, 600,
700 and 800 Hz. The black dots
superimposed on the 800 Hz
graph indicate the locations of
the 30 R–Z field measurement
points

were very similar to one another, while thresholds for pair
3 were generally 5–10 dB lower than for the other pairs.

Discussion
This study is the first to measure hearing of a free-swimming fish under known acoustic conditions, thus enabling
demonstration that this species can hear even when moving at normal swimming speeds. Moreover, the study provides a method that, while requiring the complexity of a
large tank, is easily repeatable and applicable to other species. This study is also the first to demonstrate hearing in
highly migratory, widely distributed species such as Pacific
bluefin tuna that has a significant potential for coming into
contact with acoustic noise generated from activities such
as seismic air guns, naval and commercial sonar, shipping,
and other man-made activities which could impact natural
behavior and fitness (Sarà et al. 2007; Popper et al. 2014).
To develop appropriate mitigation and conservation
techniques, it is important to determine the frequencies and
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sound levels these species can detect. Moreover, an experimental environment in which hearing is studied must not
only be acoustically determined, but it must also be one in
which large animals are able to move around easily and at
normal speeds. This study on Pacific bluefin tuna, therefore, not only provides important information about hearing in this commercially important species, but also demonstrates a methodology that should be a “model” for how
acoustic analysis of large tanks be conducted.
Studies of hearing capabilities in fast swimming Pacific
bluefin tuna, as for all fishes, are influenced by the quality of the sound field in which the fish are tested and the
need to provide accurate and extensive measurement and
calibration of these fields (Parvulescu 1964; Gray et al.
2015; Rogers et al. 2015). Indeed, there are substantial
difficulties in interpretation of most early hearing studies due to poorly understood and calibrated tank acoustics
(Popper et al. 2014; Rogers et al. 2015). The only exception is from work done in the open field (e.g., Chapman
and Hawkins 1973; Hawkins and Johnstone 1978; Schuijf
et al. 1977) where the investigators were able to measure
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Fig. 5  Residuals for the interpolation model evaluated at all measurement angles, R–Z values and repetitions. 420 points in all for all field types
and three frequencies, 325, 500 and 700 Hz

pressure and particle motion and where the sound field
was very similar to that normally encountered by fish.
However, field studies with animals that have to be free
swimming, such as Pacific bluefin tuna, would be very
difficult and expensive to do, and a “compromise” needs
to be found that will allow for laboratory-based studies
but with well-characterized sound fields so that the behavioral responses of the fish to sound can be determined
(Popper et al. 2014).
One approach to take, particularly for large fast swimming fish such as Pacific Bluefin tuna, is to investigate
hearing in large tanks in which the sound field is thoroughly characterized. While there have been a few studies in large tanks (Iversen 1967, 1969; Nelson 1967), the

only measures of hearing were for sound pressure and these
measures were done in only very limited parts of the tank
and did not take into consideration the acoustics of such
an environment (Gray et al. 2015). In contrast, the current study involved extensive calibration of the sound field
for both pressure and particle motion. While the acoustic
environment is still not ideal, particularly for large pelagic
fishes that swim in the deep ocean, it is substantially better than in small tanks used in other studies and serves as
a model for future studies asking similar questions. At the
same time, it should be noted that the calibration of a tank
the size of the one used in this study is difficult and timeconsuming, and needs to be done in collaboration with
experts in acoustics.
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Fig. 6  Power spectral density for the pressure noise (top), the radial acceleration noise (middle) and the vertical acceleration noise (bottom)

Particle motion vs sound pressure
The otolith organs of the inner ear act as an accelerometer-like system, leading to the suggestion that the primary
stimulus for fish hearing is particle motion (e.g., de Vries
1950; Pumphrey 1950; Hawkins and Myrberg 1983; Popper and Fay 2011). However, the majority of results for fish
hearing experiments have been presented in terms of sound
pressure, as most investigators have not had the equipment
to measure particle motion. While reporting data in terms
of sound pressure may be reasonably accurate for species
which have a physical connection between the inner ear
and swim bladder (i.e., Otophysans), for species which lack
this connection, or at lower frequencies in species that do
have some connection (Fay and Popper 1974, 1975), the
sound stimulus should be measured in terms of both pressure and acceleration (also see Popper et al. 2014).
Recent investigations have begun to focus more on the
acceleration component of acoustic stimuli as it relates
to fish hearing (Casper and Mann 2006; Horodysky et al.
2008; Wysocki et al. 2009), in part due to technological
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advancements which allow motion sensors such as accelerometers to be properly used in water. Through comparison
of audiograms in terms of pressure and acceleration, these
studies have indicated that pressure is an adequate proxy
for describing a species best hearing range and general
audiogram shape. Similar results were found in this study
for Pacific bluefin tuna. For both pressure and acceleration, best hearing for Pacific bluefin tuna was in the range
of 400–500 Hz with sharp decreases in sensitivity at higher
and lower frequencies (Fig. 7).
Similarities in audiograms, however, do not provide
information on which aspect of the acoustic stimulus (pressure vs particle motion) the fish is detecting, or whether
the fish may be using both components of the sound field,
even at the same frequencies (Chapman and Hawkins 1973;
Fay and Popper 1974, 1975; Hawkins 2014). To determine
the specific stimulus, a targeted experimental approach is
required. For example, previous studies have conducted
hearing experiments in unbounded, free-field environments
where the ratio between pressure and particle motion varies
with distance from the source (e.g., Chapman and Hawkins
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a

b

c

Fig. 7  Mean hearing thresholds by frequency for Pacific bluefin tuna
(n = 3). Threshold levels correspond to a sound pressure; results are
plotted along with mean threshold values for yellowfin tuna (long
dashed line) from Iversen (1967) and kawakawa (short dashed line)
from Iversen (1969), b radial acceleration, c vertical acceleration.
Error bars are ±1 standard deviation. Lowercase letters associated
with error bars represent results of Tukey’s HSD post hoc comparisons of mean threshold values for Pacific bluefin tuna. Frequencies
with dissimilar letters indicate significant differences in mean threshold values between those frequencies

1973). An alternative approach appropriate for a laboratory setting employs an experimental setup where the ratio
between pressure and particle motion can be altered and
measured (Hawkins and MacLennan 1976; Rogers et al.
2015). For both approaches, thresholds are determined for
differing pressure–particle motion ratios, and the shape
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of the audiogram with respect to the pressure or particle
motion variables provides the information needed to determine the actual stimuli detected (see Popper and Fay 2011).
Although both pressure and particle motion were measured
in the current study, the ratio between pressure and particle motion is determined by the tank and cannot be altered,
hence this ratio-altering approach could not be employed to
determine whether Pacific bluefin tuna were responding to
pressure, particle motion, or both.
Designing an experiment to resolve the ambiguity as to
the nature of the adequate stimulus for hearing in Pacific
bluefin tuna is of paramount importance to enable assessing
the ability of the animals to cope with masking that results
from flow noise since the signal-to-noise ratio for particle
motion detection is known to be much lower than for pressure detection (Keller 1977; Finger et al. 1979). Resolving
the ambiguity in adequate stimulus would require performing the experiment in a much larger and deeper venue,
which is likely feasible only in open water.
Comparison with other tuna species
This study is the first to record an audiogram for Pacific
bluefin tuna and only the third for any tuna species (Iversen
1967, 1969). The audiogram of Pacific bluefin tuna was
similar in shape to that of yellowfin tuna (Iversen 1967)
and kawakawa (Iversen 1969) (Fig. 7a). At the same time,
it must be recognized that the results reported here may
reflect masked thresholds at some or all frequencies. While
it was not possible to measure actual acoustic noise levels in the tank due to the presence of electrical noise, it is
likely that there was little or no masking at 325 Hz since
the variability of thresholds between individual measures
compared to other frequencies (Fig. 7; Table 2) was very
small. Such small variability would not be found in an
environment with fluctuating noise levels.
For all three tuna species, most sensitive hearing was
from 400 to 500 Hz (Fig. 7a). However, there were a number of differences in sensitivities between the tuna species.
At 500 Hz, Pacific bluefin tuna were more sensitive by
approximately 5 and 20 dB compared to yellowfin tuna and
kawakawa, respectively. These differences were consistent
across frequencies, with Pacific bluefin tuna most sensitive
and kawakawa least sensitive. However, it is again necessary to point out that due to differences in tank acoustics
and not knowing if tuna respond to pressure and/or particle
motion, the actual differences in sensitivity between species may or may not be real.
Several hypotheses exist which might explain these differences in hearing sensitivity between species, if the differences are real. Variability in fish swimming speeds
between studies would cause differences in the amount
of flow noise experienced by experimental fish. Iversen
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Table 2  Hearing thresholds for the three bluefin pairs used in experimental trials in terms of pressure (P, dB re 1 μPa), radial acceleration (RA,
dB re 1 m s−1) and vertical acceleration (VA, dB re 1 m s−1)
Fish pair frequency

P

325
400
500
600
700

98.6 (0.8)
88.2 (4.7)
84.8 (1.7)
92.1 (3.1)
93.3 (3.1)

800

101.0 (0.8)

1

2

3

RA

VA

P

RA

VA

P

RA

VA

−67.3 (0.9)
−86.4 (4.8)
−83.7 (1.6)
−78.0 (3.1)
−77.3 (3.1)

−69.4 (0.9)
−84.7 (4.8)
−84.4 (1.6)
−77.4 (3.1)
−75.9 (3.1)

97.4 (0.1)
87.5 (1.2)
86.1 (2.0)
91.1 (1.0)
96.9 (1.4)

−68.9 (0.5)
−87.5 (1.3)
−83.5 (2.0)
−80.4 (1.0)
−77.2 (1.5)

−70.1 (0.5)
−84.5 (1.2)
−82.7 (1.9)
−77.5 (0.7)
−71.9 (1.2)

97.3 (0.2)
83.9 (1.3)
79.4 (3.1)
83.8 (3.6)
89.2 (0.7)

−68.7 (0.4)
−90.4 (1.4)
−88.9 (3.0)
−86.3 (3.6)
−81.2 (0.8)

−71.1 (0.5)
−88.7 (1.3)
−90.1 (3.1)
−85.6 (3.6)
−80.2 (0.7)

−71.4 (0.9)

−68.3 (0.7)

98.7 (1.9)

−74.0 (1.8)

−69.9 (1.8)

96.7 (0.9)

−75.5 (1.0)

−72.5 (0.9)

Values in parentheses represent ±1 standard deviation

Fig. 8  Mean pressure thresholds by frequency for the three pairs of
Pacific bluefin tuna used in the study. Error bars are ±1 standard
deviation

(1969) reported that yellowfin tuna swam 50 % slower than
kawakawa during hearing trials. The increased flow noise
experienced by kawakawa would translate into decreased
hearing sensitivities which were higher than yellowfin
tuna if the noise-independent hearing ability of kawakawa
was at least equivalent to yellowfin tuna. Unfortunately,
actual swimming speeds were not reported for either study
(Iversen 1967, 1969), preventing comparisons with Pacific
bluefin tuna swimming speeds in the current study.
The decreased sensitivity of kawakawa could also be due
to the lack of a swim bladder, whereas swim bladders are
present in both Pacific bluefin and yellowfin tuna. Sound
pressure can be transformed into particle motion through
vibration of the swim bladder. These vibrations are then
relayed to the inner ear, generally through a close association between the swim bladder and inner ear as found in
otophysan fishes (Popper and Fay 2011). However, three
species of non-otophysan fishes have been shown to detect
both particle motion and sound pressure despite lacking this close association (Chapman and Hawkins 1973;
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Myrberg and Spires 1980; Jerkø et al. 1989). If the presence of a swim bladder in Pacific bluefin and yellowfin
tuna was responsible for their increased sensitivity compared to kawakawa, it would be likely that these species are
similarly able to detect pressure. In this case, differences
in hearing sensitivity between Pacific bluefin and yellowfin
tuna could be due to variability in the degree of involvement of the swim bladder in their hearing capabilities.
The increased sensitivity of Pacific bluefin compared to
yellowfin tuna could additionally be due to differences in
heat retention between these species. Tunas utilize a counter-current heat exchange system to retain heat, and demonstrate elevated temperatures in the myotome muscle, eye,
brain and viscera (Carey and Teal 1969; Linthicum and
Carey 1972). Hearing sensitivity has been shown to be temperature dependent, at least in some species (Wysocki et al.
2009; Papes and Ladich 2011; Maiditsch and Ladich 2014).
For example, walleye pollock (Theragra chalcogramma)
were reported to have increased sensitivity at higher temperatures (Mann 2009), similar to results for goldfish (Carassius auratus) (Fay and Ream 1992). Pacific bluefin tuna
are more endothermic, and retain more heat compared to
yellowfin and other tuna species, and this higher degree
of heat retention may translate into increased hearing sensitivity if this trend is consistent within the cranial region.
Warming of the auditory and cranial nervous tissues could
also result in improved synaptic transmission speed.
Comparison with non‑tuna species
The frequency range at which tuna hearing is most sensitive (400–500 Hz) falls within the upper end of the spectrum for species which lack a connection between the swim
bladder and inner ear. Several species tested by Tavolga and
Wodinksy (Tavolga and Wodinsky 1963) had best frequencies reported in the 400–600 Hz range. In comparison, best
frequency for Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and Atlantic
cod (Gadus morhua) was 160 Hz (Chapman and Hawkins
1973; Hawkins and Johnstone 1978). At the lower end of
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the spectrum, the European eel (Anguilla anguilla) had a
best frequency of 80 Hz with an upper frequency limit of
320 Hz (Jerkø et al. 1989). The shift in maximum sensitivity toward higher frequencies for the Pacific bluefin could
be an adaptation for coping with flow noise since, with
increasing frequency, flow noise decreases (Haddle and
Skudrzyk 1969) and is more readily reduced through spatial integration over the sensory epithelium and separation
from flow (Ko and Schloemer 1992).
At the best frequency of 500 Hz, Pacific bluefin tuna
had a sensitivity of 83 dB (re 1 μPa). This value suggests
that Pacific bluefin tuna hear relatively well at 500 Hz and
above compared to other non-otophysan fishes. Atlantic
cod and Atlantic salmon, as well as the European eel, had
best sensitivities of 84, 94 and 95 dB (re 1 μPa), respectively (Chapman and Hawkins 1973; Hawkins and Johnstone 1978; Jerkø et al. 1989).
Tank acoustics
The test tank, despite its seemingly “large” size, did not
support free-field propagation conditions at the frequencies
tested. Instead, acoustic energy was largely trapped within
the geometric boundaries of the tank, leading to field characteristics that were dominated by radial mode contributions rather than geometric spreading. This was consistent
with expectations, and reiterates the difficulties of conducting hearing experiments in tank facilities (Parvulescu 1964;
Gray et al. 2015; Rogers et al. 2015).
However, it is not clear how or to what extent the tank
fields would have affected the outcomes of the hearing trials. In the test tank, the average ratio of pressure and total
particle velocity was smaller and of different phase than
would be expected in open water (i.e., the particle velocity in the tank is larger). This could be important if the
fish used both field variables in a hearing task, but if they
use primarily one or the other, then field variable proportions are of no consequence. It was not possible to isolate
responses to either pressure or particle velocity alone with
the present experiment configuration. The lack of free-field
propagation was likely a problem for Iversen (1967, 1969)
as well, which could have impacted pressure thresholds
reported for yellowfin tuna and kawakawa.
Spatial variations in the acoustic field may have complicated analysis of thresholds, increasing response variability
as the fish swam through different paths from trial to trial.
However, the staircase patterns for the highest frequencies (where field gradients were highest) do not appear to
exhibit any higher degree of trial-wise variation than those
at low frequencies, where field gradients were lower. This
may be because the fish swam on the order of a body length
during a stimulus pulse, and may therefore have integrated
their hearing over a range of field values.
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Conclusions
This study is the first to examine the hearing capabilities of Pacific bluefin tunas. Despite uncertainty in the
appropriate acoustic stimulus for Pacific bluefin tuna,
best hearing sensitivity occurs at 400–500 Hz whether
in terms of pressure or particle motion. The ability to
quickly and reliably train Pacific bluefin tuna makes this
species an excellent model system to perform additional
experiments aimed at understanding the potentially complimentary roles of pressure and particle motion in fish
hearing abilities. Likewise, training Pacific bluefin tuna to
swim at different speeds during hearing trials could further elucidate the influence of swimming induced ‘noise’
on hearing sensitivity. Swimming speeds of 2–3 m s−1 in
this study are well below the maximum swimming speeds
of this species (greater than 20 m s−1; Wardle et al. 1989;
Marcinek et al. 2001). At these speeds, it is possible that
the flow around the head is laminar and thus flow noise
might not be the dominant noise. However, as swimming
speeds increase, flow noise would become more dominant. Determining the adequate stimulus and allowing for
higher and variable swim speeds would require repeating the experiment in an at-sea venue. The experimental
methodology developed here could be applied to such an
experiment.
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